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Lexi, the talent at the rear of the extremely acclaimed recipe blog page Lexi's Clean Kitchen,
answers the demand for a one-stop cookbook that uses the focus from the constraints of
modern dieting and puts the spotlight back again on achieving health insurance and happiness
through one simple idea—Lexi's Clean Kitchen is filled with a lot more than 150 nourishing
dishes, full-color photos, purchasing lists, how-to manuals, and simple tips for customizing your
clean lifestyle, making each stage of just how approachable and, above all, enjoyable! Lexi
delivers healthful meals packed with taste, like Thai Meatballs, Classic Chili, One-Pan Arroz con
Pollo, Maple-Glazed Salmon, and Sriracha Lime Chopped Poultry Salad, with healthier choices of
your favorite indulgent foods, like French Toast Sticks, Ideal Waffles, Birthday Cake, Easy
Sandwich Bread, and even more. This cookbook transcends dietary labels—it really is for
everyone who loves preparing delectable foods that satisfy every palate and craving. Lexi's
Clean Kitchen is a comprehensive guide to piecing together delicious foods from nutrient-dense
entire foods.eating clean.While applying the invaluable concepts of gluten-free and Paleo
lifestyles, Lexi's Clean Kitchen: 150 Delicious Paleo-Friendly Recipes to Nourish Your Life takes a
practical approach to clean eating that wont deprive you of your favorite foods.
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 it's a comprehensive direct to changing your relationship with food. Cooking food for 1 is
normally hard! I've only tried one recipe in the couple of days I've experienced it, that was the
Creamy Poultry Bacon Spaghetti Squash boats and the family members loved them. Nothing at
all fancy shmancy- just great, clean recipes with regular, no fuss ingredients. Here's my
reason:Much less common recipes would be great. I usually made it with simply beef and beans
under no circumstances thought adding veggies would be so delicious and the spice
combination she uses is fantastic. The recipes are all so yummy and easy to adhere to - gets you
thrilled to find yourself in the kitchen and begin cooking!Aside from those, I must say i enjoyed
reading the variety of recipes, the photos are colorful and well staged and the food looks
amazing. Often I have seen cookbooks with photos of the meals and they look very unappealing.
False with this authors reserve. This cookbook is my new go-to for cleaner recipes. My favorite
cookbook ever My favorite cookbook of all time!! A great deal of great everyday dishes.). I'm
officially obsessed. You won't be disappointed! YOU SHOULD BUY THIS COOKBOOK After
preparing a few of the recipes, I fell in love with this book. I produced the Basic Chili and it had
been so good. Buy this reserve! They taste delicious and knowing they are healthy without the
gluten, additives, preservatives, etc.! TRUST ME, YOU NEED THIS COOKBOOK. Okay, I NEVER write
testimonials. But I feel compelled to recommend this cookbook to others since it has literally
changed my life. Lexi's dishes are so easy to follow, plus they are absolutely delicious.Love! I
was feeling harmful and knew I needed to make some adjustments, but I didn't understand
where to start. Let me tell you, THIS IS WHERE YOU START. This is not a diet book; Great recipes!
(So when I say on a daily basis, After all it. I eat her Gluten-Free Granola every morning, I food
prep her poultry salad for lunch, and I eat her poultry nuggets, thai BBQ salmon, therefore much
more for supper.) Its not necessary fancy kitchen tools or a farmer's market to use this book. It is
seriously VERY EASY. Lexi can be very energetic on social media marketing and her website, so
finding new dishes and suggestions is so, so simple. She needs her own show, no laughing
matter. The photos are beautiful, the recipes easy to follow.!! My head to cookbook for cleaner
eating.I look forward to trying out the rest of the recipes and I'll update my review after I've tried
a little more. I use it as a general cookbook, but also as a reference guide. EASILY have a dish in
mind, I like to make reference to Lexi's cookbook to observe how she achieved it and make
modifications from there. The quality recipes are an easy task to make and understand but
actually taste good and via someone who purchased every paleo/gluten free of charge/dairy
free of charge cookbook on earth whenever we made the change for our family about a year ago,
I can inform you this is the ONE and only book I consistently use (and use each and every week!I
took one star off.. I've produced the meatball recipe several times. I recommend it to anyone
who's clearing up their diet. Thanks, Lexi! It's brilliant! A must have! makes it even better.
Certainly love this! Every recipe I make is amazing, and even picky Husband approved! This
cookbook is a good exemplory case of how eating healthy doesn't have to be boring. Lemonade,
Applesauce, Vanilla frosting, Cake, Zucchini Spaghetti. A must have in everyone's home :) Great
starter book for cooking clean THE WRITER graduated from college with my younger sister. I
tasted among the meatball quality recipes, the Thai meatballs, very tasty. Could somebody
please offer me some help. I am hoping this is a cookbook that will finally help me in slimming
down and maintaining a wholesome lifestyle and be better with food prepping. I really love this
book. I made the Classic Chili and it was so good. I usually made it with just beef and . The index
is normally pretty genius.. I am now enthusiastic about her and I follow her Instagram tales too.
Whatever I have made so far was excellent, Nanny's Poultry. It appears every paleo author
already did the BBQ sauce, Ketchup, Ranch dressing, Broths, Cauli rice, Hazelnut spread, Caramel



sauce. Continually use the elements pointed out in the recipe. I look forward to cooking every
day with this book. Everything I've cooked out of the book has been delicious! Five Stars Great
Four Stars Good dishes for clean eating! What went wrong with the sandwich breads? Tried the
sandwich bread since I am Paleo and gluten free. I've two other foods from her book that I will
be cooking food this week. I acquired a issue as my mixture was not thick nor achieved it rise to
2/3 up the pan as the recipe suggested. In line with the awesome responses from other
amazoners, and viewing my sister prep and prepare a dish from the reserve in no time at all, I
made a decision to get. Five Stars Most of these recipes quickly baca,e family favorites The spice
mix is amazing! It contains thumbnail pictures of dishes that means it is incredibly an easy task
to follow and find what you are considering. The spice combine is amazing! Personal Favorite!
This is my top favorite whole food/real food cookbook, and the first one I recommend to friends
and family! Basic, easy, delicious and healthful recipes for any occasion! Among my favorites
may be the Jerk Chicken wih Caribbean Rice! That is a must have if you are looking for an easy to
follow well curved clean eating cookbook! It's my weekly go to, my children and hubby approve
of Almost everything I've created from Lexi's book that is no little feat because they are a tough
crowd!! Four Stars Helpful information and recipes.
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